A sigma model action is constructed for the type II string in the Ads 5 × S 5 back grounds with Ramond-Ramond flux. *
Introduction
The conjecture of duality between D=4 and N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory and the type IIB string theory compactified on a five dimensional anti-de Sitter space × five sphere Ads 5 × S 5 has drawn global attention in recent past [1, 2, 3] . It is not very straight forward to quantize super string with the Ads 5 × S 5 background geometry since there exists self-dual Ramond-Ramond 5-form flux in the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond (NSR) formulation of string theory. Several attempts are made to quantize string theory in the Ads 5 ×S 5 back ground. The Green-Schwarz formulation of string theory in this background is consistently studied classically [9] and quantization of this is attempted [10] . It is quite possible to quantize this in the NSR formulation in the Ads 2 × S 2 [6] and Ads 3 × S 3 [7] . Very recently Berkovits and his collaborators are attempting to quantize this theory taking harmonic superspace in a pure spinor formulation [8] .
One faces several technical problems when attempts to covariantly quantize the superstring even in the flat ten dimensional background. Only with the Neveu-Schwarz background, the world-sheet super symmetry is intact so BRST structure and the Picture-changing operations are smooth for the calculation of physical states. However the Ramond sectors are always represented by the Spin fields. They break the world sheet supersymmetry and give rise to ambiguities of Picture-changing. The spin-spin field correlations give rise to sqare root cuts and space-time Super symmetry becomes obscure. In our approach we redefine NSR variables like Green-Schwarz type of variables. We take fixed picture and avoid the sqare root cuts of Spin field quite ingeniously which is described in 1 section 2. In section 3. we describe the space-time super symmetry and the BRST formulation of our construction. In section4. We try to deform the R 10 to Ads 5 × S 5 by adding the vertex function of the Ramond-Ramond 5-form operator in the action. There by we get the sigma model action in the back-ground of Ads 5 × S 5 as the target space. In section 5. we conclude very briefly. In the appendix the Gamma mtrices are explicitly given.
The Strategy
One can map the worldsheet matter and ghost variables of RNS formalism in to set of superspace variables of target space by field redefinition. This is the original idea of Friedan-Martinec and Shenker [5] . The space-time supersymmetry generator in the − 1 2 picture is given by
It is natural to define p α = e − 1 2 ϕ S α and θ α = e 1 2 ϕ S α , where ϕ comes from the fermionization of the Bosonic ghosts which is usually defined as β = ∂ξe −ϕ , γ = ηe ϕ and S α 's are the spin fields of conformal weight 5/8 constructed from the ψ µ , the Neveu-Schwarz variables. However θ α variables are not all free fields for α = 1, ..., 16. There exists OPE among themselves as
Here Γ αβ µ are the 16 × 16 Pauli matrices in 10 dimensions. However it is possible to choose a subset of these variables which will be free fields. This can happen when four or six of the dimensions are compactified and one has explicitly SO (6) or SO(4) invariance instead of SO(9, 1) invariance. Maximally one can keep SU(5) invariance. We take here the linear combination of S a and S˙a quite ingeniously to keep SO(8) × SO(2) type of invariance.
We define p α in terms of 8 S and 8 C of SO (8) .
where σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 are Pauli matrices. Here C aȧ is symmetric and somewhat like the charge conjugation matrix of SO(6) Clifford algebra where Cγ t i C −1 = −γ i . The commutaion relations and operator product expansions (OPE) are given as
The other OPE s are
and also p a θ˙b = pȧθ b = 0.
Here pȧ and θȧ are not independent variables. They can be redefined as
and
This way we have retained 8 p a and 8 θ a out of 32 p α and θ α as fermionic variables of the superspace. We can reuse the spin fields as
and also
We define here
which will be used in the sequel.
The Space time Supersymmetry formulation
In the − 1 2 picture we define our supersymmetric generator as
From the OPEs (c.f. (7)-(12) we can show that
where T r is over the σ matrices. Applying the picture changing operator {Q, ξ} we get
and the second part isj α + = (j a +jȧ + ).
These are defined asj
This gives the OPE
which is the correct covariant off-shell space time supersymmetric commutation relation.
The action is
where
Here S ge denotes the extra non-interacting ghosts to make total central charge zero. We use here all the ghosts in the bosonized form as b = e −iσ and c = e iσ and η = e iκ and ξ = e −iκ .
The energy momentum tensor
and the super Virasore generator
To denote ψ in our notation we use
The BRST operator is
The Sigma model formulation
We deform the flat ten dimensional space-time to Ads 5 × S 5 by adding a vertex operator V H depicting Ramond-Ramond flux with the flat ten dimensional super space.
where g is the coupling constant and φ = i(κ − σ) + 2ϕ. After scaling p α = g − 1 2 p α , θ = g − 1 2 θ and e φ = −ge φ one gets
Again we rescale all the fields (x, p α , θ α , e φ ,p α ,θ α , .) to g −1 (x, p α , θ α , e φ ,p α ,θ α , .) everywhere to get
Here e φ and eφ are zero weight conformal fields. We shall set them zero first and separately consider these ghost coupling perturbatively later on. Also p α andp α are like auxiliary variables and we intgrate over these variables by using their equation of motion which gives∂
So substituting these we get
Let us check the supersymmetric transformations of various fields generated by
To verify the number of bosonic generators we take
Here R µν is the pure rotation of the bosonic coordinate x µ which has 30 independent parameters. 
give 18 parameters and
give 6 more elements. This gives total 30 matrix elements. Now if we integrate over λ andλ and neglecting the terms which couples to bη ghosts we get
Now we treat
as a quartet of the continuous symmetry of SU(4) which is clear if take the second variation of θ α due to supersymmetry. Besides here is symmetry for z ⇐⇒z
where A qp is an antisymmetric 4 × 4 matrix iσ 1 × σ 2 . So without the bη ghost coupling we get the action
The last term is due to the constraint that originally θ a and θ˙a are not all independent and there exists OPE among them. That is if explicitly calculated it halves the 8 components of θ a so that we have total 16 components of fermions instead of the present one with 32 components. This action is a perfect sigma model action with all the fields being quadratic in their kinetic term.
Conclusion
In this article we present the preliminary version of our big endeavour and there are many more things which deserve further investigations. Our construction of fermionic variables enable us to make the theory covariant. We get clearly two sets of fermionic variables those are non-interacting. We never face the complications of quantizing the theory with local fermionic symmetry with mixed first class and second class constraints which usually plagues the covariant quantization problem. The coupling of zero weight ghost field e φ and eφ is neglected here inorder to make the action look simple. Our next step is to take this in to account. The bosonic rotations of x µ has 30 elements (c.f. eqn.(40)) and the four copies of fermionic cordinates (c.f.eqn (42)) indicate that the target space is a homogeneus space of SU(4|4) super group manifolds. To verify our model we can make a semi classical analysis as has been done by de Boer et al. [11] for the Ads 3 and compare the correlation functions of < T (x)T (y) > worldsheet with that of the target space on the boundary. There is no problem in finding the dialaton -dilaton correlation function and compare with the results of Maldacena conjecture. We are not repeating these things here. The whole purpose of our excercise is to extend this things to higher genus Rieman surface and take all the ghost couplings which we keep it for the further investigation. 
Appendix
and i, a,ȧ = 1, . . . , 8. More explicitly
Similarly
